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Cabbage, Tomato, Potato and Pepper Plants
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PRIZE SUCCESSION

A thoroughbred second early Cabbage, pronounced by experts the most perfect type grown.
Especially recommended on account of its uniform size and shape; about a week later than Early
Summer, but much larger heads, averaging twelve to fifteen pounds in weight, 36 inches in circum-
ference, every plant producing a solid head. One of the surest varieties to make a crop under
all conditions, and does well in all seasons, no matter when planted.

EARLY J ERSEY WAKEFIELD

This is one of our most popular varieties, especially among American gardeners. There is no
early sort which heads with greater certainty, or more solid; the heads are of good size, cone form,
broad at the base with twisted top, and succeeds the Large York. To those who have never tried

this variety, we say, by all means, plant it.; it is invaluable for either market or family use.

EXTRA EARLY CHARLESTON WAKEFIELD

(Selected Strain)—Each year this variety is becoming more popular, and demand greater. It

has not been very long since its growth was confined almost, exclusively to the market gardeners of

ew Jersey, but it has gradually disseminated into other sections, and now is well known and
highly appreciated by all the leading market gardeners of this country. It is the best and most
profitable early variety to grow for either market or private gardens, as it is always sure to form
fine, solid heads, and is the largest heading of all the early varieties. This special stock or strain
is favorite everywhere, both with market gardens and private growers. It is sold under our seal.

There is no stock superior to it.

PRIZE MEDAL FLAT DUTCH (Improved)

This celebrated variety, the plants of which are sold only under our seal, is called by many
tlie SURE HEADER, and is well named, for it never fails in forming fine heads in any soil and
in any climate. Its popularity with market gardeners and private growers increases with each year.

It is one of the easiest culture and will always produce a profitable crop. Our annual sales of it

are continually increasing, and wherever it has been introduced it has taken the lead in that section,

having been found the most profitable to grow on account of its great uniformity in heading and
for the large and magnificent heads produced, ranging from fifteen to forty pounds each. It has
been improved in the same manner in its selection as Prize Medal Drumhead.
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POTATO PLANTS

In handing you our potato plant circular we would like to say in the beginning that we have
been selecting our potatoes for years and our plants are so far above the common run of plants
offered the trade that we feel that you are getting the very best plants that can be produced. Our
prices are very reasonable for the class of plants that we offer and our supply is sufficient to guar-
antee you prompt shipment of your order. We will have the plants from beds containing ten
thousand bushels of the very finest hand selected seed stock. The varieties listed below are the
standard varieties grown in the South, especially bred up to the highest point of perfection.

PORTO KICO

This potato has become one of the most popular potatoes that is grown in the South to-day
and we think that it fully deserves its popularity. It is one of the few varieties that makes well
under almost any conditions. A vigorous vine grower, it makes plenty of shade to hold down
the different grass pests and therefore requires fewer workings than almost any other variety.
It is a heavy yielder and responds to heavy fertilizing as none other will. It bakes well when
freshly dug, a quality that no other potato that we know of possesses. It has a rich yellow color
that makes it attractive in appearance and it sells better than almost any other variety on local
markets. In fact, we recommend this potato as the very best variety for market or for feeding.
Our strain has been selected for years, and we can say for it that there are no other strains in
the South that even approach it for purity, color and productiveness. Our price is just as reason-
able as good strong plants can be marketed. Prices on last page.

NANCY HALL

The standard potato of the South. A good all round potato, medium early; a fair producer, but
the name has been used by many growers for all kinds of potatoes. Our strain will please you.

MIDDLE BUSTER POTATOES

We wish to urge all of our customers to try this wonderful potato. It is a cross on Porto Rico
and Key West Yam, one of the most wonderful producing potatoes ever offered to the public. Was
originated on Anna Marie Key, Florida, by Mr. H. H. Whitehead, a large truck grower, and at-

tracted our attention by the wonderful yields that he obtained. It seems that this potato is not sat-

isfied with filling the beds, but fills the middle of the rows also. Therefore it gets its name. Middle
Buster.

It retains all the fine points of the justly famous Porto Rico, as a table potato, and yields like

the- Key West Yam. Light pink meated; bakes soft and sweet when freshly dug. Truly a wonder-
ful potato. Try it.

Crystal White Wax and Yellow Bermuda Onion Plants ready February first.

Our plants are healthy, vigorous specimens, packed for shipment so that they remain

in first-class condition. You run no risk in ordering them.
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TOMATOES
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NEW STONE TOMATO

The greatest Canning Tomato in the world. The
largest, bright red, perfectly smooth, highest
yielding, best keeping, finest flavored main-crop
variety in existence.
The Stone is always of good size, deep through

from stem to blossom end and very firm. Skin is

bright scarlet, perfectly smooth and strong enough
to stand shipping and long distance hauling to per-
fection. Flesh is very solid and of finest flavor.
Seed cells are small and few. Stone is now recog-
nized by all as the greatest Canning Tomato.

Large quantities of Stone Tomatoes are sold br-

others, but The Stone of our own growing can
only be bought direct from us.

KARLIANA, 90 DAYS
1Very early. Habit of vine dwarf and compact.

Fruit borne in clusters of from 10 to 15 in a
bunch. A remarkable variety and one which is

in great favor among Market Gardeners and Can-
tiers. Far superior to any other selection of Ear-
liana—not one excepted.

LIVINGSTONE’S GLOBE
Is an extra good all-round sort, of a distinct globe shape, with quite a large percentage of elon-

gated fruits. It is a very beautiful variety, and on account of its shape one that permits of a
great number of slices to be made from each fruit. It is early. We class it with the finest earlies,
both in our greenhouses as well as in our field trials, along with many other varieties. The fruits
are of large size and a good marketable size is retained throughout the season. It is always
smooth, of firm flesh, and few seeds: ripens evenly; color, a fine glossy rose, tinged with purple, and
without the slightest tinge of yellow at any stage of ripening. It is an exceedingly productive va-
riety, having plants with many short joints, at which large clusters containing three to seven
fruits are. almost invariably formed. In quality there is nothing more to be desired, being mild,
pleasant and of delicious flavor. There is no better variety for greenhouse growing or for early
growing on stakes and trellises. Its blight-proof qualities are remarkable. May be picked quite
green, will carry to distant markets in excellent .shape and ripen up uniformly to meet quick and
profitable sales.

TRUCKER’S FAVORITE
A purple fruited sort of excellent quality, higly esteemed in many Eastern and Southern mar-

kets. Grows to uniformly large size, which is maintained until late Fall. Fruits are invariably
smooth; solid, and the flesh is of finest color throughout. Unexcelled for slicing or cooking. Plants
are very thrifty and bear continuously until killed by frost.

Our plants are healthy, vigorous .specimens, packed for shipment so that they remain

in figst-class condition. You run no risk in ordering them.

PRICES OF GARBAGE, POTATO, TOMATO AND ONION PLANTS BY EXPRESS, COLLECT
500 Plants $1.35

1.000 Plants _I $2.00
5.000 Plants and over . $1.50 per 1,000


